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Quality of teaching and learning, curriculum and use of assessment 

 
 
 
 

Targets for 2017  
 GLD    

EYFS 85%    
 Reading Writing Maths GPaS 

KS1 100% 
38% 

88% 
52% 

100% 
40% 

75% 
27% 

KS2 82% 
25% 

82% 
28% 

82% 
28% 

89% 
25% 

Good Outstanding 

• Teachers use effective planning to help pupils learn 
well. Time in lessons is used productively. Pupils focus 
well on their learning because teachers reinforce 
expectations for conduct and set clear tasks that 
challenge pupils.  

• In lessons, teachers develop, consolidate and deepen 
pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills. They give 
sufficient time for pupils to review what they are 
learning and to develop further. Teachers identify and 
support effectively those pupils who start to fall 
behind and intervene quickly to help them to improve 
their learning. 

• Teachers use their secure subject knowledge to plan 
learning that sustains pupils’ interest and challenges 
their thinking. They use questioning skilfully to probe 
pupils’ responses and they reshape tasks and 
explanations so that pupils better understand new 
concepts. Teachers tackle misconceptions and build 
on pupils’ strengths. 

• Pupils use feedback well and they know what they 
need to do to improve.  

• Teachers develop pupils’ reading, writing and 
communication, and where appropriate mathematics, 
well across the curriculum. 

• Teachers expect and encourage all pupils to work with 
positive attitudes so that they can apply themselves 
and make strong progress.  

• Pupils develop the capacity to learn from mistakes and 
they become keen learners who want to find out 
more. Most are willing to find out new information to 
develop, consolidate and deepen their knowledge, 
understanding and skills. 

• Most pupils commit to improving their work. They are 
given time to apply their knowledge and 
understanding in new ways that stretches their 
thinking in a wide range of subjects, and to practise 
key skills. 

• The school gives parents information about how well 
their child is progressing, how well their child is doing 
in relation to the standards expected, and what their 
child needs to do to improve.  

 
• Teachers demonstrate deep knowledge and 

understanding of the subjects they teach. They use 
questioning highly effectively and demonstrate 
understanding of the ways pupils think about subject 
content. They identify pupils’ common misconceptions 
and act to ensure they are corrected 

• Teachers plan lessons very effectively, making 
maximum use of lesson time and coordinating lesson 
resources well.  

• Teachers provide adequate time for practice to 
embed the pupils’ knowledge, understanding and 
skills securely. They introduce subject content 
progressively and constantly demand more of pupils. 
Teachers identify and support any pupil who is falling 
behind, and enable almost all to catch up. 

• Teachers check pupils’ understanding systematically 
and effectively in lessons. Teachers provide pupils 
with incisive feedback. Pupils are eager to know how 
to improve their learning.  

• Teachers embed reading, writing and communication 
and, where appropriate, mathematics exceptionally 
well across the curriculum, equipping all pupils with 
the necessary skills to make progress.  

• Teachers have consistently high expectations of all 
pupils’ attitudes to learning.  

• Pupils love the challenge of learning and are resilient 
to failure. They are curious, interested learners who 
seek out and use new information to develop, 
consolidate and deepen their knowledge, 
understanding and skills.  

• Parents are provided with clear and timely information 
on how well their child is progressing and how well 
their child is doing in relation to the standards 
expected. Parents are given guidance about how to 
support their child to improve.   
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Instead –  
Enquiry questions: 

Literacy 
• Why are our reading achievements low compared to previous years? Is this a developing trend? 
• Why are disadvantaged pupils attaining and achieving lower than all pupils? 
• What is the impact of our new timetable changes on spelling, reading comprehension and the curriculum? 
• What has been the impact of our teacher day?	
										Maths	
• Why is our maths achievement low compared to other subject areas? Is this a developing trend? 
• What is the impact of our responsive intervention sessions? 
• Has the new timetable changes been implemented effectively? What is the impact of this change? 
• Why didn’t any of our pupils attain a high score (greater depth) in mathematics? 
• What impact has the new approach to planning and the introduction of the new progression line had on pupil 

progress? 

 
In the best practice observed through book scrutiny, pupil interviews, learning walks and 
lesson observations: 
 
• AfP (Assessment for Progress) informs highly tuned differentiation. It allowed for fluidity 

of groupings, levels of challenge and good starting points for learning. 
• Thorough use of assessment meant that children were identified quickly if needing extra 

help or explanation. 
• Clever structure and design of lessons with both staff and children having a risk taking 

attitude to the learning. 
• Good use of models and images throughout the school. 
• Learning journeys are clear within lessons and in books over time. 
• Immediate feedback is effective, allowing for children to understand exactly where they 

are with their learning and how to improve. 
• Consistently high expectations. 
• Children’s attitudes to learning. Children challenge each other, support one another and 

strive to achieve. They remain curious, resilient and excited about their learning even 
when faced with difficulty. 

• Teachers subject knowledge and understanding of scaffolding the learning or stepping 
back to allow the children to struggle. 

 
 
 
Where there was practice that needed improving: 
 
• Challenge was not high enough for all groups of learners 
• Much of the questioning was knowledge, fluency based rather than delving for a deeper 

understanding. 
• Misunderstanding of fluency, reasoning and problem solving activities and requirements 
• Immediate intervention was another maths lesson rather than intervening for a group of 

children and then providing challenge or independent learning for others. 
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Personal development, behaviour and welfare 

 
 Attendance Persistent Absence 

All pupils 
194 pupils 

98% 0.55% 
8 pupils 

Disadvantaged 
16 pupils 

97% 0% 

 

 
 
 
 

Good Outstanding 

• Pupils are confident and self-assured. They take pride 
in their work, their school and their appearance.  

• Pupils’ attitudes to all aspects of their learning are 
consistently positive. These positive attitudes have a 
good impact on the progress they make. 

• Pupils show respect for others’ ideas and views. 
• Pupils are punctual and prepared for lessons. They 

bring the right equipment and are ready to learn.  
• Pupils value their education. Few are absent or 

persistently absent. No groups of pupils are 
disadvantaged by low attendance. The attendance 
of pupils who have previously had exceptionally 
high rates of absence is showing marked and 
sustained improvement.  

• Pupils conduct themselves well throughout the day, 
including at lunchtimes.  

• The school is an orderly environment. Pupils respond 
quickly to instructions and requests from staff, 
allowing lessons to flow smoothly and without 
interruption. Low-level disruption is rare. 

• Pupils’ good conduct reflects the school’s efforts to 
promote high standards. There are marked 
improvements in behaviour for individuals or groups 
with particular behavioural needs. 

• Parents, staff and pupils have no well-founded 
concerns about personal development, behaviour 
and welfare.  

• Teachers and other adults are quick to tackle the rare 
use of derogatory or aggressive language and 
always challenge stereotyping. 

• Teachers and other adults promote clear messages 
about the impact of bullying and prejudiced 
behaviour on pupils’ well-being. Pupils work well 
with the school to tackle and prevent the rare 
occurrences of bullying. 

• The school’s open culture promotes all aspects of 
pupils’ welfare. Pupils are safe and feel safe. They 
have opportunities to learn how to keep themselves 
safe. They enjoy learning about how to stay healthy 
and about emotional and mental health, safe and 
positive relationships and how to prevent misuse of 
technology.  

• Pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development ensures that they are prepared to be 
reflective about and responsible for their actions as 
good citizens.  

• Pupils are confident, self-assured learners. Their 
excellent attitudes to learning have a strong, positive 
impact on their progress. They are proud of their 
achievements and of their school.  

• Pupils discuss and debate issues in a considered way, 
showing respect for others’ ideas and points of view. 

• Pupils value their education and rarely miss a day at 
school. No groups of pupils are disadvantaged by low 
attendance.  

• Pupils’ impeccable conduct reflects the school’s 
effective strategies to promote high standards of 
behaviour. Pupils are self-disciplined. Incidences of 
low-level disruption are extremely rare.  

• For individuals or groups with particular needs, there 
is sustained improvement in pupils’ behaviour. Where 
standards of behaviour were already excellent, they 
have been maintained.  

• Staff and pupils deal effectively with the very rare 
instances of bullying behaviour and/or use of 
derogatory or aggressive language. 

• The school’s open culture actively promotes all 
aspects of pupils’ welfare. Pupils are safe and feel 
safe at all times. They understand how to keep 
themselves and others safe in different situations and 
settings. They trust leaders to take rapid and 
appropriate action to resolve any concerns they have. 

• Pupils can explain accurately and confidently how to 
keep themselves healthy. They make informed 
choices about healthy eating, fitness and their 
emotional and mental well-being. They have an age-
appropriate understanding of healthy relationships 
and are confident in staying safe from abuse and 
exploitation. 

• Pupils have an excellent understanding of how to stay 
safe online, the dangers of inappropriate use of 
mobile technology and social networking sites. 

• Pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development equips them to be thoughtful, caring 
and active citizens in school and in wider society.   
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Effectiveness of Leadership and Management 
 

Assessment changes: 
PaAGs (Planning and Assessment Grids) have been refined because of 
technical and curriculum issues.  Teachers can now remove objectives that do 
not apply to their year group so that they are not included in the overall 
score (progress calculation), providing a much more accurate and reliable 
indication of progress. 
Objectives have been cross-referenced with the National Curriculum and are 
not accurate, including our RE syllabus. 
Assessment wording has been aligned to national changes (WTS, EXS, GDS).   
Specialist teachers now have their own subject PaAGS that they are 
responsible for. 
Pupils can be removed and added to cohorts. 
Formulas have been changed to show progression. 

Good Outstanding 

• Leaders set high expectations of pupils and staff. They 
lead by example to create a culture of respect and 
tolerance. The positive relationships between leaders, 
staff and pupils support the progress of all pupils at 
the school. 

• Leaders and governors are ambitious for all pupils and 
promote improvement effectively. The school’s 
actions secure improvement in disadvantaged pupils’ 
progress, which is rising, including in English and 
mathematics. 

• Leaders and governors have an accurate and 
comprehensive understanding of the quality of 
education at the school. This helps them plan, monitor 
and refine actions to improve all key aspects of the 
school’s work. 

• Leaders and governors use performance management 
effectively to improve teaching. They use accurate 
monitoring to identify and spread good practice 
across the school. 

• Teachers value the continuing professional 
development provided by the school. It is having a 
positive impact on their teaching and pupils’ learning. 
Teaching is consistently strong across the school or 
where it is not, it is improving rapidly. 

• Governors hold senior leaders stringently to account 
for all aspects of the school’s performance, including 
the use of pupil premium and SEN funding, ensuring 
that the skilful deployment of staff and resources 
delivers good or improving outcomes for pupils.  

• The broad and balanced curriculum provides a wide 
range of opportunities for pupils to learn. The 
curriculum also contributes well to pupils’ behaviour 
and welfare, including their physical, mental and 
personal well-being, safety and spiritual, moral, social 
and cultural development.  

• Leaders consistently promote fundamental British 
values and pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development. 

• Leaders promote equality of opportunity and diversity, 
resulting in a positive school culture.  

• Safeguarding is effective.  

• Leaders and governors have created a culture that 
enables pupils and staff to excel. They are committed 
unwaveringly to setting high expectations for the 
conduct of pupils and staff. Relationships between 
staff and pupils are exemplary. 

• Leaders and governors focus on consistently 
improving outcomes for all pupils, but especially for 
disadvantaged pupils. They are uncompromising in 
their ambition. 

• The school’s actions have secured substantial 
improvement in progress for disadvantaged pupils. 

• Governors systematically challenge senior leaders so 
that the effective deployment of staff and resources, 
including the pupil premium and SEN funding, 
secures excellent outcomes for pupils. Governors do 
not shy away from challenging leaders about 
variations in outcomes for pupil groups, especially 
between disadvantaged and other pupils.  

• Leaders and governors have a deep, accurate 
understanding of the school’s effectiveness informed 
by the views of pupils, parents and staff. They use this 
to keep the school improving by focusing on the 
impact of their actions in key areas.  

• Leaders and governors use incisive performance 
management that leads to professional development 
that encourages, challenges and supports teachers’ 
improvement. Teaching is highly effective across the 
school. 

• Staff reflect on and debate the way they teach. They 
feel deeply involved in their own professional 
development. Leaders have created a climate in 
which teachers are motivated and trusted to take risks 
and innovate in ways that are right for their pupils.  

• The broad and balanced curriculum inspires pupils to 
learn. Pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development and, within this, the promotion of 
fundamental British values, are at the heart of the 
school’s work.  

• Leaders, staff and pupils do not tolerate prejudiced 
behaviour.  

• Safeguarding is highly effective.  
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Quality of Middle Leadership  
Curriculum Teams: 
Rationale: 
Curriculum teams have been established so that middle leadership can be 
further developed (subject and monitoring) and so that all staff are fully 
aware of the strengths and weaknesses across the school.  As a result of last 
academic year’s monitoring schedule, teachers wanted to be more involved 
in the process of book looks, planning scrutiny and learning walks in order for 
them to become an integral part of the process.  Because we have areas that 
need addressing within Maths and Literacy, it was felt that the whole team 
needed to be included in developing these.  The strength of having teams is 
that there is not one sole teacher who is responsible for a curriculum area; 
teams have representatives from every Key Stage leading the subject; 
teachers are sharing the responsibilities and it is enabling them to see the 
bigger picture, for their subject, across the school. We also have two SLE’s at 
school, one working within each team to support the process and offer their 
expertise and up to date information to the staff. 
Actions so far: 
Learning teams set up 
Action plans for Literacy and Maths written 
Monitoring schedules written by teams 
All staff given book scrutiny, planning scrutiny training as well as training on 
how to report and record their monitoring and evaluations. 
Every member of staff involved in monitoring. 
Book scrutiny, planning scrutiny and learning walks have been carried out for 
literacy and maths by the teams. 
Action plans revised, impact added and next actions planned for Terms 3 
and 4 
Impact: 
Children making greater progress in literacy and maths. 
Key areas needed for improvement are identified and effective interventions 
and practice is put in place. 
Research carried out as to slow progress for groups of children. 
Teachers are actively involved in the development of key areas of school. 
Teachers more confident in carrying out monitoring in school. 
Good practice is shared across Key Stages and across schools within the 
Trust. 
Measures: 
Pupil progress data studied through the terms 
Discussions with staff members 
Action plans   
Monitoring reports 
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Early Year Foundation Stage 
 

Good Outstanding 

• Children make at least typical progress and most 
children make good progress from their starting 
points. This includes disabled children, those who 
have special educational needs, those for whom the 
school receives additional funding and the most able, 
who make good progress relative to their starting 
points. They develop the key skills needed to make a 
good start in the next stage of their education.  

• Children who join the school at a level below what is 
typical for their age, but not significantly so, catch up 
quickly. Any gaps between the attainment of groups, 
including those for whom the school receives 
additional funding, and all children nationally are 
closing. 

• The educational programmes have depth and 
breadth across the seven areas of learning. They 
provide interesting and demanding experiences that 
meet the needs of all children.  

• The quality of teaching is consistently good.  
• All teachers and other adults have high expectations 

of children based on accurate assessment of 
children’s skills, knowledge and understanding when 
they join the school. Learning opportunities are well 
planned and based on regular and accurate 
assessments of children’s achievement so that every 
child is suitably challenged. 

• Parents and carers contribute to initial assessments of 
children’s starting points when they join the school 
and they are kept well informed about their children’s 
progress. Parents are encouraged to support and 
share information about their children’s learning and 
development at home.   

• Children are motivated and interested in a broad 
range of activities and are keen learners who regularly 
display the characteristics of effective learning. They 
listen carefully to adults and each other. 

• Children’s good behaviour shows that they feel safe. 
They gain an understanding of risk through activities 
that encourage them to explore their environment. 
Children are learning to respect and celebrate each 
other’s differences and to build their understanding of 
diversity beyond their immediate experience.  

• Safeguarding and child protection policies and 
procedures are implemented consistently; practice is 
reviewed regularly and clearly evaluated. 

• Leaders and managers have an accurate 
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
provision through effective self-evaluation. They take 
concerted action to improve provision and can 
demonstrate the impact of such action, including the 
training and development of staff, on children’s 
achievement over time.  

• Monitoring ensures that individual children or groups 
of children with identified needs are targeted, and 
appropriate interventions are secured so that children 
receive the support they need, including through 
effective partnerships with external 

• Children make consistently high rates of progress in 
relation to their starting points and are extremely well 
prepared academically, socially and emotionally for 
the next stage of their education. As a result, almost 
all pupils in the early years provision, including 
disabled children, those who have special educational 
needs, those for whom the school receives additional 
funding and the most able, are making sustained 
progress that leads to outstanding achievement.  

• Gaps between the attainment of groups of children 
and all children nationally, including those for whom 
the school receives additional funding, have closed or 
are closing rapidly. Any gaps between areas of 
learning are closing. 

• A highly stimulating environment and exceptional 
organisation of the educational programmes reflects 
rich, varied and imaginative experiences that meet the 
needs of all children exceedingly well.  

• The quality of teaching over time is outstanding and 
never less than consistently good; it is highly 
responsive to children’s needs.   

• Accurate assessment, including through high quality 
observations is rigorous, sharply focused and includes 
all those involved in the child’s learning and 
development. Provision across all areas of learning is 
well planned and based on regular and precise 
assessments of children’s achievement so that every 
child undertakes highly challenging activities. 

• Children are highly motivated, very eager to join in 
and consistently demonstrate the characteristics of 
effective learning with high levels of curiosity, 
imagination and concentration. They listen intently 
and are highly responsive to adults and each other. 
They do not distract others or become distracted 
themselves. 

• All children are developing a very good understanding 
of how to keep themselves safe and manage risks and 
challenges. They demonstrate exceptionally positive 
behaviour and high levels of self-control, cooperation 
and respect for others.  

• Children’s health, safety and well-being are 
significantly enhanced by the vigilant and highly 
consistent implementation of robust policies, 
procedures and practice. 

• Highly successful strategies engage parents and 
carers, including those from different groups, in their 
children’s learning in school and at home.  

• The pursuit of excellence by leaders and managers is 
demonstrated by an uncompromising, highly 
successful and well-documented drive to improve 
achievement, or maintain the highest levels of 
achievement, for all children over a sustained period 
of time. The training and development of staff is 
highly focused and has a significant impact on 
improving outcomes for children. 
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Foundation Class 2016/17 on entry baseline 
Contextual Information 

Boys 19 
Girls 9 
Total 28 

 
Summer births 11 

Pre school settings Village + 6 others 
Older siblings 20 

No siblings 2 
SEN 4 

Vulnerable pupils 7 
 
 
Areas for development also identified at baseline, on-going trends: 
Moving and handling PD - specifically fine motor – boys in particular 
14 children have been identified with very poor fine motor control – a possible impact on 
writing scores. 
Understanding and Speaking (C&L) 7 children referred to LL for various speech and/or 
language issues. 
The above areas will be an ongoing focus.   
PSE: Children have been introduced to ‘The Things You Can Do That Are Good For You’.  
This story gives strategies to help children identify and cope with their emotions and 
reminders of how they can help themselves to feel good physically and emotionally. Display 
in place for constant visual reminders. 
Physical: children with poor fine motor identified and intervention put in place 
Literacy: RWI is well underway with first teaching of set 1 sounds to ended week 3 of term 2.  
Workshops to show parents next steps were in week 4.  Blending focus to address rote 
learning of cvc words. 
Mathematics: Number focus to address rote learning of number and being able to apply 

understanding in different contexts. 
 
Early Essence Baseline data  
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Early Excellence Baseline 
 
Low scores within Making Relationships and Managing Feelings and Behaviour (PSE) has had 
significant impact on the groups cohesion in Term 1.  
Listening and Attention (C&L) is also low and Moving and Handling (PD) is significantly lower 
than previous years at 57% below expected. 
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School update by Senior Teacher 
What’s been going on? Impact? Key achievements to celebrate 
 

• Y6 began the academic year with a successful visit to White Hall Education Centre – 
team building and bonding. 

• KS2 kick-started Term 1’s and 2’s topic with an Anglo-Saxon Day which included a 
visit from a specialist and workshops. 

• Weekly enrichment continues to be a strength with new areas, such as Yoga, Active 
Melton and Horse Care, involving a local Horse and Pony Sanctuary. 

• Our new build continues to develop, ahead of time for completion. 
• EYFS have their own ‘new build’ – ‘The House’ which was designed with the EYFS 

class and constructed and put in place by FRC Timber Frames. 
• EYFS and KS1 have been busy getting ready for their annual Nativity. 
• Children in Need was supported with a non-uniform Day, a cake sale and a 2p coin 

trail.  A total of £370.23 was raised. 
• Y2 enjoyed a Roald Dahl inspired afternoon to support the author’s birthday – it was 

all about An Enormous Crocodile. 
• Our School Council has changed – it is now Young Governors – they will be taking a 

more active role in all aspects of school life. 
• Rotary Club Shoebox Scheme – families have donated a plethora of gifts so much so 

that we had to ask for additional boxes. 22 were filled in total! 
• In addition to enrichment, Yoga has become part of our curriculum with all classes 

having a weekly session.  It is through these sessions that we are developing our 
children’s mindfulness. 

• Yoga ambassadors have been trained so that they can lead brain break sessions in 
classes. 

• We now have an after-school chess club led by Mr Asplin. 
• A Christmas Fair, organised by the school’s PA, will be held on 2 December with a 

Santa’s Grotto, Tombola, face painting, games, etc. 
• Scholastic Book Fair once again from 30 November to 5 December – money raised 

from this will allow us to update the books in our school library. 
• The school choir will be singing at the Happy Circle Christmas Dinner on 7 

December. 
• All classes will be having their annual Christmas parties. 
• Many class trips over the last two terms such as: Rutland Museum, Oakham Castle, 

Warning Zone, Oakham Food Bank. 
• The Bonfire Night was a huge success and raised £2433.18. 
• Rutland Table Tennis Tournament – our girls’ team came joint 3rd and one of our 

boys teams was an overall winner. 
• A teacher from Oakham School will be working with Years 5 and 6, supporting their 

Fabulous Finish – Would you rather be a Settler or a Raider? – involving village 
design, tent building, battle plans and shield design. 
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Personnel update(s): 
• James Barlow will be leaving the Rutland Learning Trust from Christmas to pursue a 

different career path. 
• 1 teacher has requested to not work on a Friday afternoon from Term 3 for personal 

reasons. 
 
Premises H&S update(s): 
• Health & Safety site walk carried out with Premises Officer, Headteacher and Dr John 

Rawlings. 
• Surveys, tests and audits carried out this term: Tree survey, Playground inspection 

survey, PAT testing, 2 Fire drills in Terms 1 and 2, alarms tested each week, Water 
inspection. 

• New building is nearly completed and we are due to take possession 1 week early. We 
hope to have a Grand Opening on the first day back in January. 

• Western Power Distribution have requested to move the Electricity Transformer to a new 
site that crosses our boundary but will be relatively hidden from view for neighbours and 
fenced for us. It would mean we have the transformer further away from children as it will 
be in housing. School would be able to utilise the existing screened area. 

 
Accidents/near misses: 
• Over 18 months ago an accident occurred at school which has resulted in school being 

accused of negligence and the person is seeking compensation. Statements have been 
collected and our insurance company are dealing with the situation. 

• 1 accident by a parent collecting at night time from KIA. Parent slipped on the bank and 
fell. Reported to Kate in the Office the next day by KIA staff.  
Investigation: Building work required parents to cross the grassy bank and go through 
the EYFS outside area. Area was dimly lit with an unlit area to cross.  
Actions: Premises Officer fixed outside lights and carried out some repair work to all 
external lights. Heras fencing has been taken away so that parents could follow the line 
of the building, along a tarmacked path and lights provide a clear pathway through to 
KIA. Cleaners were also asked to leave the classroom lights on until after 6pm to provide 
extra lighting.  
Risk now deemed as low. 

• 1 child fell on the grass next to the trim trail and Heras fencing. The child was running, 
tripped on the post weights on the ground and fell heavily onto a trim trail post. First aid 
was given the child who had minor grazing on his hip.  
Investigation: The Premise Officer and Headteacher went to investigate the site. The 
Heras fencing weights have fluorescent caps on the ends. However, they were close to 
the trim trail and leaning as equipment was propped against the fence. Site Manager not 
on site.  
Actions: Premises Officer spoke to the contractor and asked them to slide the post 
weights so that they are running parallel with the fence line and pull them away from the 
trim trail a further metre. Premises Officer spoke to Site Manager on his return to school. 
Risk now deemed as low. 
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Policies reviewed: 
Safeguarding                                
Attendance Policy and Plan 
Admissions Policy            
Website compliance list 
Health and Safety                
Business Continuity Plan      
Sports Premium Policy 
Disaster management Plan           
Pupil Premium Policy 
 
Governors Handbook: Trustees 
Scheme of Delegation – Terms of Reference: Trustees 
Pay Policy: Trustees 
Appraisal and Capability: Trustees 
Inclusion Policy – RLT Local Offer: Trustees 
Asset Register/Inventory Report – awaiting new software 
Review Internal Control Financial Procedures Manual: Trustees 
Register of Governors Business Interests: Trustees 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


